


Premium Material & Design

With premium materials, solid stainless 
steel and soft-feel material naturally 
harmonize to form a strong and soft, 
high-end premium design.



At 43 revolutions per minute,
HUROM captures natural health

With its world-class, patented Slow Squeezing Technology, 
Hurom creates juices that retain all the fresh nutrients straight from nature.

Homemade quality, fit to your taste. 





Stainless steel
Timeless value
Premium real metal



A passionate and elegant color

Wine



Rose Gold
A modern, fascinating 
and mysterious color



Introducing the newest Alpha Chamber 

Ultem Screw
Squeezes nature’s nutrients straight into juice

17 rpm Spinning Brush
At just 17rpm, slowly rotates to mix ingredients and keep the most 
nutrients in juices.

No blockage while putting in ingredients!
Reduces pulp inside the chamber with pulp expelling effortlessly!
Quieter and smoother operation.

Enhanced structure and convenient cleaning

*New accessory, Ice-cream strainer



Semi-Transparent Hopper

Watch your ingredients from start to finish.
Not only does the translucent  hopper allow 
us to visually check whether ingredients are 
getting stuck or being processed smoothly, 
but also adds a fun element when juicing 

together with children.

HZ, MADE FOR USER CONVENIENCE



LED Status light

Using the built-in LED display,
easily and intuitively distinguish 

the EXTRACT / POWER / REVERSE status 
with flickering and different colored LED.

HZ, MADE FOR USER CONVENIENCE



EASY-MOVING HANDLE & 
COOLING AIR VENT

Easy-moving handle that allows for 
convenient transport of product.

Air vent that helps cool down the motor to 
ensure safe usage when extracting juice.

HZ, MADE FOR USER CONVENIENCE



An outlet that is easy to clean 
and discharge 

More convenient to clean with the opened 
top outlet and the chamber designed for 

easy discharge of residual debris from inside 
the chamber

HZ, MADE FOR USER CONVENIENCE



At 43rpm, keeps nutrients 
intact with Hurom’s slow 

squeezing technology

The juice cap helps to mix 
of ingredients within the 
chamber, as well as aid in 

easy-cleaning after juicing

The robust Ultem Squeezing Screw, 
Hurom’s core component, uses slow 

squeezing technology to make natural 
and healthy juice

The hopper is designed for 
optimized stability and safety 

for users

The AC motor with high 
energy efficiency minimizes 

noise and vibration

The control lever allows for maximum 
extraction of core nutrients from 

seeds and peels, giving Hurom juice a 
high nutritional value

A set of the Fine Strainer 
for juice and the Ice Cream 
Strainer for desserts, to be 

used according to preference

Efficient energy consumption, 150W
Electricity Down! Nutrition Up!

(Blender & High speed juicer’s electric energy 
consumption range between 800~1300W)

The 4-winged Spinning Brush 
rotates between the strainer 

and chamber blending the 
juice as it is being made

The Safety Sensor makes 
sure the machine operates 
only when the chamber is 

accurately assembled



Effortlessly extract juice from citrus fruits 
and make a variety of beverages with the 

Hurom Squeezer (such as lemonade).

CONVENIENT ACCESSORIES



Easily make natural, homemade desserts 
with no artificial additives, all by yourself.

NO SUGAR, NO ADDITIVES

Homemade 
natural Ice cream 
with the HUROM

CONVENIENT ACCESSORIES



Make a variety of juices / foods / natural desserts

CONVENIENT ACCESSORIES

A healthy recipe book created 
by the Hurom Bio-Food 

Research Center



Tritan Chamber 
BPA Free Plastic, Tritan

It is not manufactured with bisphenol 
A(BPA) or other bisphenols, such as BPS.

Ultem + Stainless 
steel strainer

Bacteria Free Using Stainless 
Durable and Harm Free Ultem 

POM Brush holder
Silicone Brush

Chemical resistance, friction 
& wear resistance

Usually used in Thermos and Toys.

PEI [Ultem] Ultem 
Squeezing Screw 

Outstanding elevated thermal 
resistance, high strength and 
stiffness, and broad chemical 

resistance

Harm Free, BPA Free,
Eco-friendly, Hurom



Specification
Stainless steel, Wine, Rose gold

Body : Staineless steel, ABS

Chamber : Tritan

Squeezing Screw : PEI(ULTEM)

Fine Strainer : Stainless steel/PEI(ULTEM)

Ice cream strainer : BISEN

Hopper : ABS

Fine Strainer, Ice Cream Strainer, Squeezer, Juice Container, Pulp 

Container, Tofu Press, Drying Rack, Cleaning Brushes

500ml

Squeeizng Screw 43rpm   

Spinning Brush 17rpm

236 * 173 * 407 mm

5.4 kg (11.9lb)

A/C Motor

100~230V, 5~60Hz, 150W

1.4m (4.5ft)

Up to 30 minutes continuously

Colors

Materials

Accessories

Chamber Capacity

Rpm

Size

Weight

Motor

Voltage, Hz, Power consumption

Cord Length

Standard usage


